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Contemporary Mathematics

A New Ranking Function for Polynomial Selection
in the Number Field Sieve

Nicolas David and Paul Zimmermann

Abstract. This article explains why the classical Murphy-E ranking function might fail to cor-
rectly rank polynomial pairs in the Number Field Sieve, and proposes a new ranking function.

1. Introduction

The General Number Field Sieve (GNFS) is the best algorithm currently known to factor
integers, and was used for the RSA-768 factorization record [7]. The first stage of GNFS, called
polynomial selection, chooses two polynomials f(x) and g(x) to factor the target integer n. The
first step of polynomial selection, called size optimization, selects many polynomial pairs with small
norm, while the second step, called root optimization, optimizes the root properties of the most
promising pairs. The current state-of-the-art of root optimization is described in [3].

The ultimate goal of polynomial selection is to find the best polynomial pair to factor the given
integer n. To compare two polynomial pairs, one uses a ranking function: it associates to each
polynomial pair a real number, and the best polynomial pair is assumed to correspond to the largest
number. Usually a first ranking function is used during size optimization: it has to be fast, but
does not need to be very accurate. A second ranking function is used during root optimization,
to select a few polynomial pairs, which are compared by a sieving test. A sieving test consists
in looking for real relations over a sample of the whole sieving domain. Figure 1 summarizes the
polynomial selection workflow.

Since sieving tests are expensive, one keeps few polynomial pairs after root optimization, there-
fore the ranking function used for that step should be very accurate. In this article, we consider
the extreme case where the sieving test is skipped, i.e., one chooses the polynomial pair with the
best ranking after root optimization. This case is quite important, since it corresponds to what
software tools usually do to factor integers of moderate size.

The Murphy-E value, introduced in [8], is commonly used as this ultimate ranking function.
We demonstrate in this article that it can fail —by a non-negligible factor— to identify the best
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Figure 1. Polynomial selection workflow.
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polynomial pair that would be found by a sieving test. We explain why it fails, and we propose an
alternative ranking function.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the classical ranking function used,
namely Murphy-E, and explains on one example why it can fail to identify the best polynomial
pair. Section 3 introduces the new ranking function E′, and explains how to compute it. Finally,
Section 4 compares the classical and new ranking functions. An appendix gives details to reproduce
the examples and experiments of this article.

2. Classical Polynomial Selection

Remember that to factor an integer n with GNFS, the polynomial selection step selects two
polynomials with integer coefficients, f(x) and g(x), having a common root modulo n. With the
current state-of-the-art of polynomial selection [6, 2], the polynomial g(x) is linear, while f(x)
has degree 6 for current factorization records [7]. In the first stage (size optimization), millions of
polynomial pairs are generated, and a few are kept (say 100, see Figure 1). In the second stage
(root optimization), each polynomial pair kept in stage 1 is root-optimized (see [3]), and yields a
unique root-optimized polynomial pair. Finally, the root-optimized polynomial pair with the best
ranking function is selected for the actual factorization.

2.1. The skewness. In classical linear polynomial selection, the algebraic polynomial f(x) =
fdx

d + · · ·+f0 is usually skewed, i.e., the leading coefficient fd is much smaller than f0. One defines
the skewness of f as a real s > 1 such that the |fi|si have the same magnitude [6, Definition
3.1]. The sieving phase identifies values F (a, b), G(a, b) which are simultaneously smooth, for a, b
small integers, and F (x, y), G(x, y) the homogeneous polynomials corresponding to f(x) and g(x)
respectively. The a, b values are chosen so that |a| < A, b < B, with A ≈ sB. In such a way, the
terms fia

ibd−i are all of the same magnitude since |fi|AiBd−i ≈ |fi|siBd. The optimal skewness
depends on the choice of norm for f : in this article we consider the circular norm, defined in [2,
Equation (2.1)].

2.2. The α value. A commonly used measure to rank polynomials during root-optimization
is the α value. It was introduced by Murphy [8], we use here the definition from [3]. Given a
polynomial f(x), and an integer bound B,

(1) α(f,B) =
∑
p≤B

p prime

(
1

p− 1
− νp(F )

)
log p,

where νp(F ) is the expected p-valuation of F (a, b), for a, b coprime integers. When the context is
clear, we simply write α(f).

Equation (1) can be written α =
∑

p≤B αp —the summation being intended over primes only—,

where αp = (1/(p−1)−E[Xp]) log p, and Xp is the random variable corresponding to the p-valuation
of F (a, b) for coprime random integers a and b. The term 1/(p−1) log p corresponds to the expected
p-valuation of a random integer. Thus α measures the expected logarithm benefit for the B-smooth
part: if α > 0 (resp. α < 0), then F (a, b) has a B-smooth part which is smaller (resp. larger) on
average than random integers.

The α value cannot be used alone to compare two polynomials, since it does not take into
account the polynomial norms, i.e., the values of |F (a, b)|. Murphy proposes to use the following
ranking function during size optimization [8]:

log norm(f) + α(f),
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where norm(f) is any norm taking into account of the skewness. This ranking function makes sense,
since log norm(f) relates to the logarithm of the norms |F (a, b)|, while α(f) takes into account the
logarithm benefit for the smooth part.

2.3. The Murphy-E value. The number of real roots of f influences the yield of the polyno-
mial: since F (a, b) = bdf(a/b) —where d is the degree of f—, F (a, b) will be smaller than expected
when a/b is near a root of f . As a consequence, a polynomial with a large number of real roots
is more likely to yield smooth F (a, b) values. Since the influence of real roots is not measured
by α(f), a better ranking function was introduced in [8], namely the Murphy-E value. Moreover,
Murphy-E takes into account both polynomials f and g. We consider here the definition from [6]:

(2) E =
6

π2

∫
A
ρ

(
log(F (x, y)) + α(f)

logBf

)
ρ

(
log(G(x, y)) + α(g)

logBg

)
dxdy,

where Bf is the smoothness bound on the algebraic side (polynomial f), Bg the smoothness bound
on the rational side (polynomial g), and A the sieving area. The Murphy-E value defined by
Equation (2) grows with the probability that both F (a, b) and G(a, b) are smooth, thus the larger,
the better.

2.4. Notations. In the whole article, p denotes a prime, thus when used as a summation
index, it is implicit that the sum is over primes only; Xp(f) —or simply Xp if clear from the
context— is the random variable corresponding to the p-valuation of F (a, b), for coprime random
integers a and b; B is an integer bound (a commonly used value is B = 2000); Y (f) —or simply Y—
is the random variable corresponding to the logarithm of the B-smooth part of F (a, b), for coprime
random integers a and b:

Y =
∑
p≤B

Xp log p.

We will also occasionnally write Yp := Xp log p.

2.5. A Motivating Example. While comparing releases 2.2.0 and 2.3.0 of CADO-NFS [9],
Pierrick Gaudry found a regression in the polynomial selection for the RSA-155 number from the
RSA Factoring Challenge [1]. The (f1, g1) polynomial pair found by CADO-NFS 2.2.0 is:

f1 = 2420600x5 − 3336940896058x4 + 4864742815969149671x3 + 1290870867692888810959166x2

− 552713794867364328169883269654x− 59961851954836107274822175839388980

g1 = 103788949014246162579x− 501276168200844892316235022847

while the (f2, g2) pair found by CADO-NFS 2.3.0 is:

f2 = 745920x5 − 2076894693938x4 − 681801484930531955x3 + 1614628025120092091914179x2

+ 188904872167908265939395818184x− 58786919202859486133821343298647600

g2 = 77569389534388942609247x− 547973805962596238141689365703

Both polynomial pairs were found using Kleinjung’s algorithm [6], with post-processing from [2].1

The values of α are respectively α(f1) = −6.452 and α(f2) = −5.685 (with B = 2000). The
Murphy-E value of (f1, g1) is E1 = 1.02 · 10−10, and that of (f2, g2) is E2 = 1.11 · 10−10. Thus one
can expect that (f2, g2) is significantly better than (f1, g1).

However, sieving experiments disagree with that ranking: on a similar test, one obtains 26214
relations with (f1, g1), against only 24715 for (f2, g2) (see appendix for more details).

1The pair (f1, g1) could not be found by CADO-NFS 2.3.0 since some polynomial selection parameters changed
between releases 2.2.0 and 2.3.0.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the logarithm benefit for actual relations for f1 (left) and
f2 (right), the left black line representing −α, i.e., the average for random F (a, b),
the red line the average logarithm benefit for actual relations, and the right black
line −α+ σi where σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, is the corresponding standard deviation.

Altogether, the discrepancy between the Murphy-E values (1.02 against 1.11) and the sieving
test (26214 against 24715) is about 15%, which is not negligible at all. We try to explain this
discrepancy in the rest of the article.

2.6. Why Murphy-E fails. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the logarithm benefit on
actual relations, for both f1 and f2. For random F (a, b) values —instead of actual relations—,
those distributions would have an average of −α(f1) and −α(f2) respectively, by definition of α.
One notices that: (i) the logarithm benefit is larger than |α| for both polynomials; and (ii) the
difference between the average logarithm benefit and |α| is much larger for f1 than for f2. In
the rest of this article we explain this difference, and we provide a new ranking function E′ that
captures this difference.

3. A New Ranking Function

Remember that Xp is the random variable corresponding to the p-valuation of F (a, b) for
coprime integers a, b, where F (x, y) is the homogenous polynomial associated to f . The mean
of Xp can be computed algorithmically, from which one can deduce the value of αp,

αp(f) =

(
1

p− 1
− E[Xp]

)
log p,

and in turn the value of α =
∑

p≤B αp. One thus has

α(f) =
∑
p≤B

log p

p− 1
− E[Y ],

where Y is the random variable corresponding to the logarithm of the B-smooth part of F (a, b).
Up to sign and a constant, α(f) represents the first moment of the random variable Y .

We propose to also take into account the second moment of the random variable Y . The
rationale is that the first moment is not enough to rank two polynomials, as demonstrated by
the example from §2.5 and Figure 2. If f1 and f2 have the same first moment, but f2 has a larger
variance, then f2 is more likely to produce smooth relations, since most smooth relations correspond
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to the tail of the distribution of the random variable Y . More precisely, we propose to replace the
constant α(f) by a measure µ in Equation (2), where µ stands for

∑
p≤B

log p
p−1 − Y :

(3) E′ =
6

π2

∫
A
ρ

(
log(F (x, y)) + µ

logBf

)
ρ

(
log(G(x, y)) + α(g)

logBg

)
dxdydµ.

Remark. One might wonder why only α(f) is replaced by a distribution in Equation (3), and
not also α(g). The reason is that for linear polynomial selection, where g(x) has degree 1, it has
exactly one simple root for every prime p (either affine or projective), thus the random variable
Xp(g) has the same distribution for every polynomial g(x). However, for non-linear polynomial
selection, as for example when using Joux-Lercier algorithm for the discrete logarithm [5], it might
make sense to replace also α(g) by a distribution.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. In §3.1, we explain how to compute the mean
and variance of the random variable Xp. Then in §3.2, we explain how to model the distribution Y ,
that will enable one to numerical integrate the measure µ in Equation (3).

Algorithm 1 DistValuationAffine

Input: a polynomial f(x), a prime p, an integer w ≥ 0
Output: E[Xp(f)], E[X2

p (f)] (when w = 0)
1: v ← valp(f)
2: f ← f/pv

3: E,F,w ← v, w2, w + v
4: for r in roots(f mod p) do
5: if f ′(r) mod p 6= 0 then
6: E ← E + 1/(p− 1)
7: F ← F + 2w/(p− 1) + (p+ 1)/(p− 1)2

8: else
9: (Er, Fr)← DistValuationAffine(f(r + px), p, w)

10: E ← E + Er/p, F ← F + Fr/p− w2/p

11: return E,F

3.1. Computing the mean and variance of Xp. Algorithm 1, when called with w = 0,
returns the first two moments E[Xp(f)] and E[X2

p (f)] of its input f(x). More generally, when

called with some integer w ≥ 0, it returns the first two moments E[Zp(f)] and E[Z2
p(f)], with

Zp = w+Xp. Indeed, consider the tree formed by the recursive calls of Algorithm 1: each multiple
root of f mod p yields a recursive call. Assume the current valuation is w after line 3, i.e., we have
to add w to the p-valuation of the current polynomial f :

• each simple root lifts up to infinity, i.e., we have valuation w + 1 with probability 1/p,
valuation w + 2 with probability 1/p2, ... This explains the increment 1/(p − 1) to E.
For the second moment, we have w2 with probability 1 − 1/p, (w + 1)2 with probability
1/p− 1/p2, (w + 2)2 with probability 1/p2 − 1/p3, ... This yields:∑

i≥0

(w + i)2

(
1

pi
− 1

pi+1

)
= w2

∑
i≥0

(
1

pi
− 1

pi+1

)
+ 2w

∑
i≥0

i

(
1

pi
− 1

pi+1

)
+
∑
i≥0

i2
(

1

pi
− 1

pi+1

)
= w2 +

2w

p− 1
+

p+ 1

(p− 1)2
.

Since the w2 term was already stored in F at line 3, it remains to add the two other terms;
5



p 2 3 5 7 11 13
αp −0.924 −0.549 −0.604 −0.967 −0.819 −0.779
σp 1.424 1.453 1.190 1.787 1.641 1.409
αp −1.444 −0.275 −0.872 −1.013 −0.619 −0.183
σp 1.113 1.064 1.112 1.521 1.280 1.015

Figure 3. Value of αp and corresponding standard deviation of the random vari-
able Yp for the polynomial f1 (top) and f2 (bottom), for p ≤ 13.

• in case of a multiple root, the recursive call at line 9 computes the mean and variance
associated to the polynomial f(r+px), which need to be multiplied by 1/p, the probability
of that root; finally, we have a −w2/p correction, since this was already taken into account
at line 3 for this root.

This algorithm, for the computation of E[Xp(f)] only, can also be found in [4, Algorithm A.2].

Algorithm 2 DistValuation

Input: a polynomial f(x), a prime p
Output: mean E[Xp] and variance Var[Xp] of Xp(f), as defined in §3
Eaff , Faff ← DistValuationAffine(f, p, 0)
Eproj, Fproj ← DistValuationAffine(rev(f)(px), p, 0)
E ← (pEaff + Eproj)/(p+ 1)
F ← (pFaff + Fproj)/(p+ 1)
return E,F − E2

Remember that Xp is the random variable corresponding to the p-valuation of F (a, b) for
coprime integers a, b. We claim that Algorithm 2 returns the mean E[Xp] and variance Var[Xp]
of Xp. It is based on Algorithm 1, which returns the first two moments of Xp, taking into account
only the affine roots (not the projective ones). By looking at those algorithms, it can be seen
that E[Xp] and Var[Xp] are rational numbers. From those algorithms, one deduces the value of
αp = (1/(p − 1) − E[Xp]) log p, and the corresponding standard deviation. Figure 3 gives αp and

the corresponding standard deviation σp :=
√

Var[Yp] for both f1 and f2, for p ≤ 13. One sees on
this figure that the values of σp are consistently larger for f1 than those for f2.

3.2. Estimating the Distribution Y . We are interested in the distribution of the random
variable:

Y =
∑
p≤B

Xp log p.

If p and q are distinct primes, the p-valuation and q-valuation of F (a, b) are independent, thus
their mean and variance do sum up. It follows:

(4) E[Y ] =
∑
p≤B

E[Xp] log p, Var[Y ] =
∑
p≤B

Var[Xp] log2 p.

As demonstrated in Figure 4, Y is nicely approximated by a non-central chi-squared distri-
bution, whose mean (resp. variance) is the sum of the means (resp. variances) of the Yp. This
phenomenon can be motivated as follows. Remember that the non-central chi-squared distribution
is obtained as the sum of squares of k independent and normally distributed random variables.
Here, the random variables Xp log p are indeed independent and positive, but they are not the
squares of normally distributed random variables. Moreover the distribution Xp is discrete, not
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Figure 4. Distribution (blue histogram) of the logarithm Y of the B-smooth part of
F1(a, b) (left) and F2(a, b) (right) for random coprime (a, b) pairs, and corresponding
non-central chi-squared distribution (black line) deduced from Algorithm 2.

continuous. However, when many random variables Xp log p are accumulated, their sum looks
like a continuous distribution, which resembles a non-central chi-squared distribution, as seen on
Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of Y for random coprime pairs (a, b), both for the polynomial
F1(a, b) found by CADO-NFS 2.2.0, and F2(a, b) found by CADO-NFS 2.3.0. For each polynomial,
one computes the mean and variance of Y using the algorithms from §3.1, and one deduces the
parameters k and λ of a non-central chi-squared distribution, knowing that such a distribution has
mean k+λ and variance 2(k+ 2λ). The figure shows a very good match of the histogram with the
non-central chi-squared distribution (solid black line).

In summary the new ranking function E′ is computed as follows:

(1) use Algorithms 1 and 2 to compute E[Xp] and Var[Xp] for primes p ≤ B;
(2) compute E[Y ] and Var[Y ] using Equations (4), and deduce α =

∑
p≤B log p/(p−1)−E[Y ],

the corresponding variance being the same as Var[Y ];
(3) deduce the parameters k and λ for the corresponding non-central chi-squared distribu-

tion Y using:

α = k + λ, Var[Y ] = 2(k + 2λ);

(4) use Equation (3) to compute E′, where µ =
∑

p≤B log p/(p−1)−Y , and Y is a non-central
chi-squared distribution of parameters k and λ.

4. Experimental Results

To compare the new ranking function E′ to the classical one E, we have done the following
experiment. We have generated 100 RSA-like inputs of 120 digits as follows. Let p and q be the
prime factors of the RSA-120 challenge number. We define p0 = p, and pk+1 = nextprime(pk),
similarly for qk, and Nk = pkqk. We have factored each of those 100 numbers with CADO-NFS,
first with the classical Murphy-E ranking function, and then with the new function E′. Both
factorizations were done on the same processor (32-core Intel Xeon Gold 6130 at 2.10GHz), with
hyper-threading and turbo-boost disabled.

Figure 5 shows the ratio t′/t of the cumulated cpu time needed to factor those 100 numbers,
where for t the selected polynomial pair was the one with the best classical ranking function E, and
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Figure 5. Ratio t′/t to factor 100 integers of 120 digits where t is the cpu time using
the classical Murphy-E ranking function, and t′ with the new ranking function E′.
Cases where both polynomial pairs are the same are shown in red crosses.

for t′ it was with the new ranking function E′. For clarity, the numbers are sorted by increasing
value of t′/t.

For 56 numbers out of 100, the selected polynomial pairs are the same; this corresponds to red
crosses on Figure 5, which are all near 1 as expected. We see on that figure that, apart from a
few outliers, the new function E′ either finds the same polynomial pair or a better one. Analyzing
in detail the outlier that gives a ratio t′/t ≈ 1.044 on Figure 5, one finds that if the bound B for
computing α is increased from 2000 to 10000, the timings become very close. This suggest that
B = 2000 might be too small to accurately estimate α(f); for the top ten polynomials coming out
of the rootsieve — either with the classical ranking function or the new one —, one could use for B
the factor base bound used on the algebraic side.

Going back to our motivating example (§2.5), the value of E′ — still with B = 2000 — is
2.47 · 10−10 for the (f1, g1) polynomial pair, and 2.28 · 10−10 for (f2, g2), thus the new ranking
function would select (f1, g1). With B = 10000, we get E1 = 1.03 · 10−10 and E2 = 1.12 · 10−10,
thus even with a larger value of B, the classical ranking function would select (f2, g2); while with
E′1 = 3.63 · 10−10 and E′2 = 3.37 · 10−10 the new ranking function would select (f1, g1).
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CADO-NFS 2.3.0, which was the main motivation for this work, and Anne Gégout-Petit for dis-
cussions about the non-central chi-squared distribution. They also thank the anonymous referee
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Reproducibility Appendix

This appendix provides elements that were skipped to avoid obfuscating the article with too
many details, but which are nevertheless needed to reproduce our results.

In §2.5, the polynomial pair (f1, g1) has skewness 426112, while (f2, g2) has skewness 608078.
The Murphy-E values were computed with Bf = 30940618, Bg = 17246818, and area A = 227Bf ≈
4.15 · 1015.

Still in §2.5, the sieving experiments were done with lattice sieving, using the first 1,000 special-
q’s up from 20,000,000, with factor base bound 10,000,000 on the rational side and 20,000,000 on
the algebraic side, large prime bounds of 229, with two large primes on each side. One obtains
26214 relations for (f1, g1) against only 24715 for (f2, g2).

To produce Figure 4, we used 105 coprime pairs (a, b) randomly drawn from −106 ≤ a < 106

and 1 ≤ b < 106.
To produce Figure 5, we used B = 2000 as smoothness bound (cf. Equation (1)). In Equa-

tion (3), we have µ = c− t, where c =
∑

p≤B log p/(p− 1), and t is the logarithm of the B-smooth

part (horizontal axis on Figure 4). In Equation (3), we integrated from t = 0 to t = 6c, where
6c ≈ 42.29 with B = 2000. Taking a larger upper integration bound for t gives worse results, most
probably because the right tails on Figure 4 do not match the non-central chi-squared distribution.
For the classical Murphy-E, we used CADO-NFS, branch master, revision f20905d4d; for the new
ranking function, we used branch dist-alpha, revision d9711a70e, in both cases with GCC 8.3.0
and CFLAGS=-O3 -funroll-loops -DNDEBUG.

Figure 6 shows how the integrand of Equations (2) for E and (3) for E′ compares to the actual
relations found. On the right graph, one sees that the red curve is above the actual relations found
in several places, which concurs with the fact that E overestimates the relations found for (f2, g2),
whereas the green curve (E′) is often below the histogram. On the left graph, on the contrary the
red curve is below the actual relations found in several places, which concurs with the fact that E
underestimates the relations found for (f1, g1).
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Figure 6. Plot over [−π/2, π/2] of the integrand of Equation (2) in red, together
with the histogram of atan(sa/b) for the relations found, where s is the skewness,
for (f1, g1) (left) and for (f2, g2) (right), and in green the same for Equation (3).
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